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UST as the alert university student plans his work equipment is executed in our large, completely equip- quip 9 yeq 
for future advancement, we here at Dow are con- ped drafting room pictured above. Here roughly sketch- 

stantly working far ahead of our present require- ed ideas are turned into practical working drawings. y! g 'q 9g 
ments—anticipating the future needs of our customers. . . Lo. . 
Consistent development of new products and new Dow is a self-contained organization—offering com- 

Processes requires complete facilities for following plete facilities for research and experiment, and the 
each development thru to completion turning of ideas into realities. This cooperation results 

in greater opportunities for individual development 
The accurate design and layout of important process and consequently better service to our customers. g P P quently 

THE DoW CHEMICAL COMPANY « MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

TRADE : 4 
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P Tapered = Roller 
TIMKEN “= BEARING 

~__ EQUIPPED — 

Timk ill help t 

g I 

When your college days are over in which Timkens are not used. The 
and you take your place in industry, reason is found in the ability of 
bearings will be one of your biggest Timken Bearings not only to reduce 
problems, whether you are concerned _ friction to the vanishing point, but 
with the designing or selection of to carry radial loads, thrust loads or 

machinery. both together in any combination at 

Then you will find a thorough the same time. 
knowledge of the construction and Timken Bearings also hold shafts in 
application of Timken Tapered alignment, and keep gears meshing 
Roller Bearings one of your most smoothly and quietly. 

valuable assets. Their use is both a protection and 
In order to appreciate how widespread an economy, for it is an established 
and how profound the influence of fact that Timken-equipped machin- 
Timken Bearings is throughout all ery costs less to operate and main- 
industry, it iS Joe em ex pp oem aa me tainand gives 
only necessary le many extra 
to consider that é. SS %2s E€b\R de 63 Xi) years of service. 

there is hardly Fapered The Timken 
any type of mod- Roller Bearing 
ern machinery ROLLER BEARINGS Co., Canton, O.
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for a *4,000,000,000 industry 
**On a large scale’’ describes account- come are such diverse items as a few 
ing in the Bell System, whose properties cents for a local telephone call, or thirty 
cost more than $4,000,000,000. dollars and upward for a call to a city 

On the outgo side are, for example, across the Atlantic. 
four or five hundred million dollars The men responsible for this phase of 
annually for new construction; vast the telephone business have worked out 
sums for keeping telephone equipment scientific methods of control—but their : 
in good order; a payroll running into effort to refine old practices and devise 
hundreds of millions a year. Under in- new ones goes on. The opportunity ts there! 

ae 

A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
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Milwaukee Water Department 

Finds Elevated St E ical’ 
By Epwarp F. TANGHE, WIs.'14 

Engineer, Milwaukee Water Department 

I‘ the City of Milwaukee, a small area on the South den from view. It is fed directly by a 20-in. main, and in 

Side, about 12 miles from the nearest pumping station, a somewhat roundabout way by a 12-in. line. Recording 

was experiencing poor pressure during the sprinkling peak. pressure charts were obtained at the chosen site to help 

Studies were made under : determine the height of tank 

the direction of J. P. to be built. A 1,500,000- 

Schwada, city engineer, to It | | ett LE Ld gallon tank, 50 feet in 

lieve this situation. The ad- INSTALLED CAPACITY. PATEO1.caRtse| vation 255 feet above city 

dition of another pump at leo |_| CONSUMPTION + AT Tol datum, or about 175 feet 

one of the existing pumping ar T - ; above the ground, was 

stations would not solve the 130 PUMPAGE if o| chosen. The overflow was 

rio deree MIE PP La) ee ee sure loss in the distribution (\_ |“? #20\ pressure elevation to insure 

system during the peak con- Lt | | | ttt VW LT the tank’s filling over night. 

sumption demand.  Enlarg- 2 et || titi l fi An automatic altitude valve 

ing the feeder main capacity © A zoo| prevents overflow by discon- 

to the poor pressure area Ah | AE NING PEAS -—-—-|--| ~ necting the tank from the 

would help, but the cost of = a 72 distribution system when 

a long line of pipe parallel (9 ao} | Ty avcaee | tt Lae proper level of water in 

to the existing feeder main Z PLY" AVERAGE FIN) tank is reached. This same 

would have been consider- Oo Pann pp valve, with the aid of a 

able. A new major pumping ft | tt tt timing device, automatically 

station will probably be = [ALLEL LLIN places the tank on the line 

needed eventually, but it > |42 \ se! during the sprinkling peak. 

was ween the idea of al ain PUMPAGE AND CONSUMPTION KY Storage Tank Solves 

rn she ts ona, ZAP 1 coeve | |p tn eure 0 Maaely, ans, eo oe fenn JULY 25,1930 By operating the tank this 

staon; that elevated storage <i. 1 | |_| | { t. way, the entire contents of 

was considered. There isno 1 the tank are used when 

the high erie. This led t ES eee eet iie the high service. This led to 2,4 6 Bae atrie bx? 8 0 ing pressure charts taken at 

locating a site for an ele- the tank site are changed 

vated tank near the existing The rate of consumption during the peak load is high and requires daily to obtain a record of 
feeder main. The tank was large pumping capacity if it is to be met by direct pumpage, the effects of storage, and 

laced in a wooded park so but the actual amount of water used is relatively small . ae 

be it: would be stl hid- and can be economically supplied by storage. also to make sure that the 

‘ MIOUNE (RE! PORE ae automatic devices were func- 

*This paper was presented at the convention of the Engineering tioning properly at all times. On the peak-consumption 
Society of Wisconsin on February 20, 1931, and will appear in the ds i le dische . sie “osama € ab 1 
bulletin of that society. lay, the tank discharged water at a rate of about 18
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m.g.d., the equivalent of a large pump. The Pressures years was used in extending the curves. This projection in the distribution system were boosted varying amounts should give values, which, if anything, are larger than we depending upon the distances from the tank, and upon the may expect, since in this period the city has had a growth rates of consumption for the entire city. In spite of the fact in area larger than that of the previous 70 years. It would that the past summer was the driest in 36 years, no com- not be necessary to install the entire storage capacity at one plaints were received because of poor water pressure. time, but rather as the requirements warrant. 
| Te eae of this tank is en two per cent of Advantages Obtained From Storage he high service pumpage on a : i é ; 8 P P Be On: a ot ay. Studies were made A few of the gains we hope to make by means of elevated to determine the feasibility of increasing this ratio of storage to p age. The hich 2 es a storage are as follows: pumpage. I'he highest point in the city is about 65 feet S h : i f the 1 , 
below the static head 4 oo, . : 1. Secure the more continuous operation of the large: atic head pumped against in the high service. capacity pumps. 
This means that natural reservoir sites are not available. 2. Save interest and depreciation on a large investment However, additional storage by means of tanks is being con- necessary to build new pumping station, mains, and 
sidered, and at the present time, the city is erecting a second tunnels. elevated storage tank. e Bs Resi Te BIE lorie in feeder mains during peak 

; / . cor , The graph represents the high-service pumping load curve 4. Delay the building of a new intake by cutting down for July 25, 1930, and is typical of the pumping curve on the peak pumping rate by about 33-1/3%. 
any hot day. From the low demand during the night, there 5 pane lates entiation in pressure by reducing the ie di i ecyloece te arge fluctuations in velocities. isa rapid increase from 5 a.m to 7 a.m., culminating ina 6. Increase the use factor of pumps — present use factor morning peak at about 10 a.m. After a slight recession about 35%. 
around noon, there is another increase in demand reaching 7. Reduce the capacity of filtration plant or of the stor- 
a peak at about 7 p.m. From this evening peak there is age required at the plant. . . - a decided and rapid falling off in the pumpage rate. To 8. Perils mote Heeb BUR salen. ‘Additions ‘can, adjust th : ee : made in comparatively small units. . tgjust the pumping to this irregular SOnsUM PROD demand 9. Increase pressures in the outlying areas by placing the requires the throttling, speeding up, putting on, and taking storage in these areas. 
off of pumps, with a loss in efficiency due to the irregular 10. Use smaller feeder mains because the system will be 
operation of pumps. fed from several points during peak demands. I pump: P 8 Pp 

An estimate was made to determine how and at what Method of Pre-determining Rate of Filling for Various 
cost the evening peak in the high service could be eliminated. Heights and Sizes of Tanks 
Using the records of the pumping rates since 1920, plotting Recording pressure charts taken during hot weather will these rates, and projecting the curves into the future, some record the elevation to which water will rise during the idea was obtained of the probable consumption demands for night, and if the feeder main is of ample size, and the tank 
the years up to 1950. The values obtained by this method not too large, the overflow may be placed at the elevation are as follows: indicated by the pressure chart. But if the tank is large, 

Rates of Demand in Million Gallons per Day the feeder mains comparatively small, and the distance from 
1940 1950 the pumping station considerable, the overflow will probably 

Peak Hour Consumption ~__--__-________250 360 have to be placed somewhere below the pressure elevation oa Morning goo eae ol a ee indicated by the pressure chart. Without a tank to fill, the aximum Day’s Pumpage _---._--__-_____ «eet ats : i i Yearly Average Daily Pumpage ______... 73 100 distribution system rapidly regains pressure lost during the 
: . ‘ sox sprinkling peak, and this pressure may approach its high Using the values obtained, and drawing curves similar to - wa A : ; is he 1S ‘ : point or static in a comparatively short period of time. With 

ine 1930 consumption rate on the peak day, WE obtain the a large tank to fill, the distribution system does not build up approximate demand for water in the high service on the its pressure so rapidly, the rate of regaining pressure de- peak days in 1940 and 1950, These curves enable us to pending upon the capacity, depth and height of tank to be approximate the amount of active storage required to elimi- filled, and upon the amount of water consumption during ate the eveni ‘aks. i illi a 
nate evening peaks. These values in millions of gallons the night. The overflow of the tank should not be placed are about as follows: A j ; : 19201, 19306, 1940-11 higher than the pressure elevation to which the pressure in 

ds PBs —11, Heat 16 : the feeder main returns with the tank being filled. In at- 
By adding a 60-m. gd. Pump, at the pumping station and tempting to pre-determine this elevation with its correspond- 

supplying 16 million gallons active storage, it would appear ing rate of filling, a continuous 24-hour record of pressure that the high service requirements could be met without the and flow in the feeder mains leading to the proposed tank addition of another pumping station before 1950. Without site should be taken on a hot day. The pressure should be elevated storage, it would probably be necessary to have obtained at the tank site, and the flow at a point which 
another pumping station in operation in five or six years. feeds the area. Thus a definite relation between pressure The savings in interest, depreciation, and operating charges and flow is obtained. A pressure-velocity curve, drawn with 
of storage over another station would in this case amount the pressures (plus elevation head) expressed in feet plotted 

, to about four and one-half million dollars. at ordinates, and the corresponding flows expressed in | In obtaining the probable future pumping requirements, g.d. plotted as abscissas, represents the piezometer read- 
the growth in rate of consumption for the last five or six (Continued on page 208)
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A Review of the so that each party went through six different groups of 

| experiments. The instructor remained with the various 

| Short Course for Plumbers experiments and repeated his work six times in succession. 

A Class of 44 attends Course from February 9 to 20 This was a little tough on the instructor but worked well 

The plumbing industry is apparently on the verge of a in every other way. 

fundamental change. There is an obvious need for a better As an example of the work attempted in the laboratory, 
basis for the plumbing codes of the various states and the experimental plumbing set-up may be cited. This was 

cities. Manufacturers of plumbing equipment have no prepared by Mr. Pommerenck and consisted of essentially 
more troublesome problems than those that arise from the five floors of a building with a great variety of possible 
great variations in the codes now in effect. The Depart- connections and conditions. All set-ups were for experi- 

ment of Commerce, acting through the Bureau of Standards mental purposes only and no complete installation was at- 
and in co-operation with a sub-committee representing vari- tempted, the idea being to show what happens when certain 

ous phases of the plumbing industry, has been engaged for changes and alterations are made. The back siphonage of 

several years in studying codes and in ascertaining the 4 clogged toilet bowl through flush valve into the supply 
scientific basis underlying plumbing design. The report line was demonstrated, and methods were shown for pre- 

of the sub-committee on plumbing of the Building Code venting it. The difference between copper, wrought iron, 

Committee, entitled “Recommended Minimum Require: and wrought steel, as well as galvanized steel pipes and 

ments for Plumbing,” 1929, is being adopted widely by fittings, were strikingly illustrated in other experiments. 

practical plumbers. The industry is changing rapidly from Brazing, welding, the use of stream line fittings, the fric- 

a practical to a scientific basis. tion loss in various types of valves, composed another series 

A ten-day short course for plumbing instructors, in- of experiments. Water hammer, its causes and relief, with 

spectors, and master and foreman plumbers was given by the actual measurement by a recording device of the in- 

the Department of Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineering, creasing pressure due to sudden closure of ordinary faucets 
under the direction of Prof. F. M. Dawson, from Feb. 9 and certain quick-acting valves were shown, and each 
to 20. Forty-four men took the full course. In addition, student was given the opportunity to make his own test. 

about 60 extra men came on Feb. 18, and a number of Another set of experiments embodied the method of 

smaller groups attended for one-day periods. The 44 regu- measuring water through orifices, venturi meters, and over 

lars took the full course with the exception of two men weirs. One party each day spent all the afternoon on 

who left two days early. A fee of $10 was charged for certain pump tests, the intent being to show everyone an 

the full course and $1.50 for one-day attendance. This was actual test, and every student in the course took at least 
intended to cover certain incidental expenses such as enough measurements to make him familiar with the in- 
printing, stationery, and laboratory help. Instructors and struments used. Naturally the time available did not permit 

lecturers donated their services. giving detailed tests of all the mechanical devices but 

The course was the result of numerous conferences and sufficient was done with a small party to give all a con- 
meetings between representatives of the university, the cise idea of the principles involved. 

state, and the master plumbers’ association. Frank King, A group of about twenty specialists aside from the 

arte plumbing inspector, George Hambrecht, state director embers of the department assisted by giving lectures. The 

of vocational work, and Henry Pommerenck, plumbing ine members of the class appreciated these contacts and fre- 
structor for the vocational schools in Southern Wisconsin quently expressed their pleasure in having the opportunity 

were active in making the course attractive and successful. @ heaé the wasious lectures, Some of the lectazes were of 

The PUTPOSE. of the course was three-fold: First, to ex- general nature not relating to the course and others were 

plain the physics of the plumbing system in such a way oF direct interest to the plumbing industry. Whether they 

that the principles would be understood by the practical were of a technical nature or not appeared to make little 

plumbers. Second, to explain the reasons underlying the difference. The men who attended received impressions 

requirements of the plumbing codes. Third, to correlate ang got ideas which will be of vital importance to them 
the everyday work of the plumber with certain fundamental in their work. 

features in other branches. 

In general the daily schedule of the course included A canvas of the members of the course showed that the 
three periods of one hour each in the morning, a labora OPinion was unanimous that the course should be repeated 

tory period of two and one-half hours in the afternoon, °*t year. Opinions as to the EOD length of sue 

and an evening lecture. The schedule was adhered to; varied. It oe probable that a six-day course, starting 

the topics and speakers proved to be interesting, and the Monday morning and ending Saturday noon. would, :at- 
members of the class took their work seriously. It was ‘ct @ greater number of practical plumbers. 

frequently difficult to close the building at night because Several weeks have now elapsed since the completion 

they wanted to stay around and discuss matters. of the course. The inquiries which have been received 
The class was divided into six groups of seven to eight from manufacturers as well as from others engaged in 

men each. Every afternoon each group performed certain plumbing, who were not at the course, are evidence that 

experiments. These experiments were rotated.for six days it was a success.
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A Student Recounts See & 
His Experiences As ao, 

. 3 aw N ! 
An Inspector on Bridge Construction lial 

sag | 7h) he 
By Lest A. YoLTon, ¢’31 chy sees ey 

1 \ se DE ay 
Wa the construction engineer of the Wisconsin laws of mechanics, but they fe 4 a ? 

Highway Commission instructed the writer to act do have a knowledge of such [fF P Be Co ‘ a 

as inspector on the Interlake Bridge project over the things as the amount of sup- f 1 Vy fa 

Yahara River, in the summer of 1930, the boys in the port required by the false |g “yy rm \e A 

ofhee remarked, “Get out the ol’ fish pole, Les.” Of work in concrete construction oan me 

course, they knew well enough that if the inspection work and how much camber should Lf é. A 

was to be done thoroughly, there would be no time to be given long beams in order | 7 Je ‘Sy SF f 
waste: their kidding simply reflected the conventional idea that the beams will not sag |g a A © 
that an inspector has little to do other than wear a white after the load is placed. Se ~ 

collar and look wise. College boys who go out to their jobs with the idea 

At the beginning of the work the contractor’s pile fore’ that they can tell contractor, foremen, or laborers a thing 

man, who was about six feet two inches tall and weighed or two are not long in finding out that the foremen and 

approximately 250 pounds, tried to smoke-out the in’ some of the laborers who have worked at construction a 

spector. One day he took occasion to describe how he greater part of their lives are familiar with more phases 

dealt with inspectors with whom he of construction than is the beginning 

had differences of opinion. The |S? engineer. 
story was accepted without comment. Loe The Interlake bridge, which was 
When the concrete work began, it . designed by the Wisconsin High- 
was obvious that the foreman was iy way bridge department, is of rein- 

none too sure of himself. The con- Lesiiz A. me Ge F forced concrete supported on pre- 
tractor decided to sublet the driving YOLTON * a 7 cast concrete piles. It was the first 
of the concrete piles and the fore- Ta Gress bs 7 bridge with pre-cast concrete piles 
man was demoted to common la- Wisconsin, — to be constructed by the Highway 
borer and quit the job. The con- 7 Commission in this locality, although 
tractor had also engaged a carpenter- i | two others were under construction 

foreman and a_ general superinten- p in other parts of the State. The piles 
dent. Each seemed to have about — were constructed on the job. 
an equal amount of authority and This story of a student engineer's The piles were 16 by 16 inches 
they quarreled constantly. The in- experiences as an inspector on con- and were required to have at least 
spector soon came to realize that he struction is offered in the belief that ten feet of penetration in solid ma- 
must be a diplomat in order to get it will. interest our readers, many of terial and a_ bearing c it f s whom are certain to find themselves, iB Sabechly oO 
work done properly. before long, in similar positions, forty tons. In order to determine the 

It is generally the consensus among where their inexperience in practical proper length to make the piles, 

young graduate engineers that com- construction and in dealing with eight wooden test piles were driven. 
mon laborers are an ignorant class, then; ‘will \catise. them. many anzious They were driven near where the 
but in contact with laborers, one will aoments: . foreknowledge of sais concrete piles would be driven, of the inspector’s problems should P i BO 
find that they are well-informed increase their confidence. that the data would be reasonably : 
about some things. For example, representative, yet in such a_posi- | 

through continued experiences some tion that they would not interfere 

know construction details; by travelling about, others gain with the future work. From the data obtained, it was 
knowledge regarding different sections of the country; a determined that concrete piles were to be cast in lengths 
few read good books; and many are up-to-date on politics. of 35 and 50 feet. The contractor, on his own initiative, 
Of course, it is to be noted that these laborers are not the constructed two extra piles to prevent delays in case any 
class known as road “skinners,” who are lazy and content were broken in handling or driving. : 
with their lot. Many of the better class of common The piles were of 1:2:2% concrete, with four 11%-inch, 
laborers are intelligent and ambitious, though they lack square, deformed steel bars, wound with Vinch wire 
special training and have not ordered their lives success’) embedded in the concrete to strengthen the piles for 
fully. Of course they understand practically nothing of handling. The concrete was kept as dry as possible without | 
design and know little about strength of materials or the becoming unworkable. This required a continual check-up |
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on the part of the inspector, inasmuch as the contractor it started in the correct position, the tolerance being two 

was trying to get along with as few men as possible. The inches. It was necessary also to check for plumb, which 
mixer operator had to be reminded frequently regarding was done with a three-foot carpenter's level. The tolerance 

changes in the moisture content of the sand and aggregate. was one-quarter inch per foot out of plumb. 

Changes in moisture content are especially noticeable on a The piles were driven with a single-acting steam hammer 
job of this size where the stock pile is small and fresh working at fifty-five blows per minute, with a stroke of 3.5 
supplies of material are constantly arriving. The men who feet. Between the con __ —_ 

did the puddling and worked the concrete into the forms crete pile and the ham- ve ‘ : 

had to be continually awakened to the fact that they had mer, there was a fol’ 4°% 
forgotten some corner here or there. lower cap containing a Y By 

It was discovered, in staking out the bents, that one four-inch soft-wood ra 

was located diagonally across an old concrete lock in the block, a twelve-inch Wes. 

river. It was impossible to drive the piles through the coil of rope, and a : ye 
concrete. The matter was referred to the construction four-inch hard-wood ge | 

engineer, who informed the inspector that it was just block. Besides the A, | 

one of those details which he would have to work out in steam hammer, a 1/4- |e (4 

the field. It was decided that the locks should be removed inch water jet was Ne 4 
by the contractor for cost plus a reasonable profit and used under a pressure |ff y a ‘Siete i 

that both the inspector and the contractor would keep of 150 pounds per |i g Ta ( 4 oa 

tab on the costs. This was done by keeping account of square inch. The soil , > ‘dag a j | a 

the time and wages of the men engaged in this special in the Yahara River [Begg oe a ca 

work. 7 was clay for the first Ei 7 | te 

The driving of the seven-ton, pre-cast concrete piles few feet, and as the [jf = r i 

was sublet to a firm that made a specialty of pile driving, depth increased there Samy A ee ae =< ee 

but it was their first experience with pre-cast concrete were layers of sand, (eo ss a ‘ 

piles. Throughout the job, the foreman and the inspector gravel, and sandrock. |B “e = = 

experimented and bluffed along, both admitting at the Large boulders were all oe : 

finish that they had learned a good deal on the job. encountered throughy i‘; ;CO;*é*ét~™ 
Black bands were painted on the piles at the fifth out. The 7-ton piles were spotted within 

points from the ends to indicate where they should be After the pile had 4 2anch tolerance. 

picked up or supported while being moved. The placing been driven to a depth of about six feet below the surface 

of the pick-up points at these positions gave approximately of the ground, the jet was applied. The water was supplied 

equal positive and negative movements, and therefore an by a separate steam engine attached to a double-acting 

equal distribution of stress during the handling. In one reciprocating pump. The jet pipe consisted of a 2!/-inch 

instance a pile was being jacked up at only one pick-up pipe, thirty-six feet long, with a 1Y-inch nozzle. Because 

point leaving the other end bearing into the ground. The of its weight, it was operated by a rope and a pulley over 
inspector noted that there were cracks in the concrete on the top of the leads and down to the nigger-head of the 

the lower side, which was in tension. This was called to hoist. The jet was used to loosen the earth around the 

the attention of the foreman who blamed the two helpless pile and to help guide it. If too much jetting was done 

laborers for attempting to raise the pile alone when four on one ‘side of a pile, there was danger of the pile shifting 

men were required, over-looking the fact that he had in- in that direction. In some spots it was impossible to get 

structed but two men to do the task. The pile was dis' the jet deeper than fifteen feet below the surface because 

carded. boulders or other hard materials were encountered. The 

After a pile had been lifted into the leads and lowered ideal soil for jetting is sand. Whenever the jet broke 

to the ground, it would settle under its own weight two or through a layer of gravel, care was taken not to lift and 

three feet. The pile was checked for centering by means drop the jet pipe in a pounding manner more than a few 

of horizontal cords placed in two directions and off-set ten inches, because, if it were raised too high, gravel and 

inches in each of the : boulders would drop 

two directions from the | | ty ; ; down into its path and 

center. This placed the |... ¢ a ge er ; scp lees : clog the way. When 

strings two inches from | peesapee ti ee cel Bw Be, the jet encountered a 

the edge of the pile. a oe a eee — ; were) layer of hard material, 

These cords acted as ‘ feat a =o ‘cca Mi ; / te] np such as a layer of 

reference lines, and with { mae | ’ r id Vane gravel, twisting the pipe 

a ruler it was an easy e vt Fe 4 BEge 3 setae ; : a hi a a was more effective than 

matter to check the cen- Ie aig fi Fifhe yi eet yy s eters Sy : BR any other method in 

tering. The pile had to 4 Pee Ma a ea SS ie: » Key ate fA forcing the jet down. 

be picked up and low- The jet was effective in 
ered several times to get Interlake Bridge over the Yahara River on Highway 12. (Continued on page 206)
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Some Uses of 

The Diesel Engine in the Power Station 
By W. H. TrEare, e31 

HOUGH internal combustion engines were among the connection with the Panama Canal, carried full load 32 

T first prime movers to be used for driving dynamos, seconds after the engines were started. 

and though they have had their share of technical im- Aside from the normal daily peak loads, there are occa- 

provement since that time, the extent to which they are sional unexpected fluctuations in the load curve, especially 

now used in power stations is trifling. It amounts to only _ in large cities, such as might be caused by a bright day 

some one per cent of the total. The small use of Diesel becoming suddenly cloudy. Upon such an occasion, large 

engines in particular is conspicuous because of the re- lighting demand, seldom felt during daylight hours, comes 

markable progress of this type of engine in the marine on quickly. For such loads, and for breakdown emergencies, 

engineering field. Whatever the separate, self-contained 

part internal combustion en- ; | Diesel serves excellently. 

gines may be destined ulti ee | The third use of Diesel 

mately to play in the extension | || equipment is as a standby and 

of electric power, and however “— || reserve for high-tension power 

far they are from having been - lines. The Eastern superpower 

shown to be the primary equip- | 4 ie systems are closely tied in with 

ment of great power stations, | comparatively short distances 

they have possible applications | ss between large generating sta- 

which seem to deserve more a tions. This is not the case in 

attention than they have re- (a Re the West. The high-tension 

ceived. / Witte H. Taare lines here are longer and supply 

Probably the most important . smaller and more widely sep- 

use of the Diesel is that of an Menominee; arated communities. Further- 
2 Wisconsin 

auxiliary to both steam and more, the western part of the 

hydroelectric central stations. : country is more subject to 

Due to its limitations in size . This paper was prepared for the course wind and sleet storms, which 
the: Diesel will. never ber @ in the preparation and presentation of techni- cause damage to high-tension 

competitor of the largest steam cal papers that is conducted by Prof. C. M. distribution lines often requir- 

turbines, but it can be ad- Jansky. It offers some suggestions upon the ing days to repair. Service 

vantageously used in an auxil- ever-interesting subject of power that seem must be continued, inasmuch as 

iary capacity as follows: well worth presenting to the readers of this the support of these small 

1. By carrying normal peaks, Magazine. municipalities as customers is 

permitting steam equip) [Ls almost’ a necessity for the 

ment to be operated at proper electrical development 

the most favorable constant loads with highest effi of the western part of our country. Industrial power de- 

ciency. mands are less in the East, and their growth is at a lesser 

2. For emergency peaks. rate. Eastern holding companies which have extended their 

3. As standby and reserve to high-lines. operation to the Middle West have found that it is 

4. Hydroelectric auxiliary. extremely difficult to appease the complaints of disgruntled 

Self-contained, with a minimum of piping and auxiliary small-town citizens about interruptions of high-line service. 

equipment, and using easily handled and stored fuel, the The answer to this problem is to install part of the capacity 

large Diesel generating unit forms a very desirable 10 or Of the system in Diesel generating units placed at im- 

20 per cent of the capacity of steam turbine generating portant feeder points and used for constant operation, 

stations. Peak loads, bugbear of the central station effh- where the cost of Diesel fuel favors, the surplus capacity 

ciency operator, are easily handled by the Diesel. However being held in readiness in the distant steam-turbine station 
loads may be levelled, there will always be peaks. They for emergencies. If, however, the cost of steam generation 

may be of short duration, but they must be provided for is lower, the Diesel could be used to supply service during 

either by firing additional boilers and warming up addi- interruptions and to carry peak loads. 

tional turbine capacity, or by operating the remainder of This system of installing Diesels at outlying points on 

the day at less than the maximum efficiency of both. The high-lines has other advantages. Overloaded high-lines need 

Diesel, however, is simple to start and is capable of de- not be replaced with distribution systems of greater capacity. 

livering full output within a few minutes time. It is Diesel generating plants can be installed where new prop- 

reported that the three unit, 10,000 hp. plant installed in erties are being developed far from any existing transmission
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line, and where the loads do not justify the immediate ex- and the seaboard states inasmuch as oil may be brought 
tension of a high-line. The rates of the parent station may to the latter at low costs in ocean-going tank ships. These 
in all probability be maintained for the customers of the are decidedly examples of Diesel territory. 

Diesel plant. Even where steam fuel can be obtained at a Also, industry is moving westward with the center of 
more favorable cost, the Diesel generating station will pro- population, and the demand for power throughout the 

| duce power at costs comparable with large turbine in’ West is growing with the increase of population. This 
stallation. favors the more general adoption of the large Diesel. 

Replacement of antiquated steam equipment may be de- It has been estimated that at least half of the fuel oil 
ferred by the installation of more generating units utilizing pow burned under the boilers of public utility power 

Diesel engines as prime movers, the obsolete equipment plants could be saved were it to be burned in Diesel en- 

being held as reserve capacity. gines. Average fuel consumption per kilowatt hour in 

Another field for the Diesel engine is its use as a large modern steam plants is generally about 1.2 lbs. of 

hydroelectric auxiliary plant. When the water flow is a fuel oil as compared with about 0.6 Ib. burned in large 

minimum the Diesel may be operated with minimum Diesel engines. Varying load conditions, and different 

attendance. A single attendant can start even quite a types of equipment will change these figures, but they are 

large engine to carry occasional loads, and for more sus- approximately correct. 

tained seasonal operating, additional personnel can be The next question to consider is whether this saving of 
supplied as required. Depreciation of equipment is prac- fuel oil would be dissipated by fixed charges on higher 
tically nil when the plant is not operating, in contrast to Diesel plant costs or higher Diesel operating costs. Though 
the heavy depreciation of idle steam equipment. The steam plant costs are generally known, such information is 
Diesel uses fuel which may be safely stored for long not available on large Diesel plants due to lack of actual 

periods without danger of spontaneous combustion or installations. Because the market has not been established, 
depreciation from weathering. The fuel may be delivered the prices quoted on large Diesels in advance of installa- 
to the hydroelectric power house by means of a gravity tion are very unstable. 

pipe line. The life of a Diesel operating as a standby However, basing costs on the actual selling price of the 
auxiliary is almost indefinite; the working parts are bathed few large Diesels which have been sold, it is found that 

in oil and are not subject to rusting or deterioration. the cost of a large Diesel generating station is about that 
Where water storage capacity is sufficient, and where of a modern steam plant. In some cases the Diesel installa- 

peak loads exceed the capacity of a hydroelectric plant, the tion may cost less, depending on the availability of con- 
Diesel auxiliary may be operated as a hydraulic accumu’ densing water for the steam plant. The total cost of a 

lator. That is, during the light load periods of the day large Diesel generating station will probably amount to 

it could be used to pump water back over the dam. about $135 per kilowatt of installed capacity. For average 

Extensive studies have been made many times, during conditions, this may be made up as follows: 

the past ten years, of the advantages: of large Diesel- Estimate of Cost of a Four-Unit, 15,000 B. Hp., 10,000 
hydroelectric auxiliary plants. Each time the lack of Kilowatt Diesel Installation * 

actual installations of large Diesels has introduced an ex- Real Estate ___._______________________----$ 10,000 

perimental hazard which, for so large an investment, has Building, including 21-ton crane _-----------. 75,000 
prevented consummation of such plans. This hazard has Foundations __...._..-..------------------. 40,000 
now been eliminated, to an extent, by the extensive build- ie 3750 2 hp. Diesel engines, f. 0. b. point Tn 

; ; i ; ¢ Of MANOMCHUE: coc es ee eesceseee ; 
an fee a event a _ ae were. Freight on engines at $1 per cwt, ~---------__ 40,000 
power ENE Opmen WHE BO! SOUP ts PEO y P Generators and exciters, direct-driven _...._____ 100,000 

iences of these builders. Freight on generators and exciters __--_-______ 5,000 
The main advantage of the Diesel engine as compared Unloading and placing foundations _---______- 15,000 

to the steam plant, is its high thermal efficiency. It is ob- Erection -______--------------------------- 15,000 
vious, however, that a steam plant of half the terminal Station piping -~--------------------------- 15,000 

: . Cooling-water system (if required) ~--_----__- 25,000 
efficiency of the Diesel can produce power at lower fuel 4] storage --.-------- «10000 
costs provided that the cost of coal is low enough. As a Switchboard and wiring ___-___------_----__- 20,000 
general statement, the United States is a country of cheap Miscellaneous, contingencies and engineering ___ 80,000 

coal. Because the greatest industrial developments centered fe eran 

around the coal mines of the East, the great power-plant Total wane enon noon nn-- 2-22 -- === --- 1,350,000 
engineering problems have been worked out without any Diesel station cost per kilowatt of installed capacity $135 

consideration of the Diesel whatsoever. Diesel power can- The installation of the Diesel equipment is extremely 
not compete with steam generation under these circum’ simple; about half the floor space necessary for turbine 
stances. The cost of the liquid fuel delivered may be installations is required, the building may be somewhat 

many times the cost of the fuel at the oil field because of lower, and smokestacks or coal and ash handling equipment 
the transportation charges. are unnecessary. 

But this is a country of vast area, and there are large (Continued on page 212) 

sections remote from coal mines and within easy reach Figures given by Edward B. Pollister of Busch-Sulzer Bros. 

of oil fields. This is especially true of the Middle West Biesel Engine Con in Vol oo. No. 21 tof the Oil sand ‘Gas: Hower
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ASSUMING THAT YOU — Our five women engineering comes organized so that it can control qualifications for 

ARE INTERESTED students made the front page membership, it may be expected that those qualifications 

on March 1. M. Jeanne Glab, will be raised from time to time as the conditions warrant. 
Margaret Donnelly, and Margaret Bardelson are freshmen Not only will qualifications for registration be raised until 

in chemical engineering, Louise Bebb, whose dad was the a technical education becomes a standard requirement, but 

first editor of this magazine, is a sophomore in civil engi- the technical schools themselves will feel the effect of a 

neering, and Rosalind Moore is a junior in electrical engi- strengthening of the professional status. Many educators 

neering. As one of the girls succinctly remarked: “At and engineers now feel that four years is too short a time 

first the boys thought it a joke, but we are still here and in which to acquire the essentials of an engineering educa- 

some of the boys are not.” tion, but their efforts to increase the length of the standard 

* *« *« «# course have failed. Their hope of success lies in the 

Two independent elevator cages are being operated in integration of engineers into a professional group. Regis- 
a single shaft in a new building at Pittsburgh. They are tration seems to offer the most effective method of securing 

operated under a block system much as a single track that integration. 

railway might use. The big idea is to reduce non-revenue- [So 

producing floorspace. “From the time the universities undertook the training 

ek kok of engineers, they became vastly more useful institutions.” 

The demoralized coal industry of the world may have —Sir Arthur Currie, McGill University. 

something to look forward to. Its problems, according to SE 

President Baker of Carnegie Institute, can be solved through [HEY NEED A According to a statement by the 

research that leads to the extraction of all the products that WEEK STRETCHER Dean those departments which 

come out of crude coal, so that there will be no further have been shown by the recent 

use for the raw product. This will demand a control of survey to be excessive in their demands on student time 
production and a high degree of co-ordination in the ine yit} immediately modify their requirements. However, the 

dustry. modification has not yet been manifested to the junior 
: : . mechanicals. Their life is a series of lab courses, cuts, and 

It is estimated by the Associated General Contractors at de * ‘ 
. ‘ reports, with little spare time for breathing. 

that there are 200,000 convicts employed in public con- A finds himself behind in EE and i der that hh 

struction work at present. Feeling that convict labor is Al bel a “thereat és “ao and in at che at ‘he: 

beating down wage rates and depriving free labor of em- ee ‘a eas boar Les at the ice deere 2 4 @ class, 

ployment, the AGC suggests that convicts be kept busy 2° cuts at mee NOE 2p WA Machine Cesgn and OSs EE. 
ae . This leaves him a day behind in machine design, so, in in such work as reforestation. ; : dl S 

~ oak order to catch the class in machine design, he hits on the 
- . . idea of cutting a steam and gas class. Being now even 

Canberra, Australia’s hand-made capital city, may once. . . ; ! = 
g 3 a -¢ in machine design, he finds that he is a class behind in 

more return to its original condition of sheep pasture if é ; : 
: : : .. steam and gas with another class in EE approaching. The 

the urgings of many leading public men are heeded. This 
2 ‘ _ . student gets reckless, and cuts a whole day of classes, 

out-standing example of city planning is proving to be burni : . . 
© : eS . urning the well-known oil far into the night. Dawn finds costly and inconvenient because of its isolated location and . o_o 

~ ade him weak, but somewhat caught up in his work. At least the scattering of its present buildings over a large area. , 
§ he has caught up to where he left off, but in the day that 

One literally walks a mile for whatever he wants. a 5 he has cut, doles have proceeded at prodigious rate, and 
x ee ® the next attendance at the cut classes shows that it will 

The Watsongraph, a device whereby radiograms are Te require several nights, and the best parts of a class day or 
ceived in typewritten form, was demonstrated in Detroit two to make things even again. This proceeds at great 

before federal representatives late in February. rate throughout the semester, and by the time the balmy 

_ days of May with their inherent distractions come along, 

REGISTRATION Legislation designed to raise the ed- our searcher of knowledge has become hopelessly mired in 
AND EDUCATION ucational requirements for registrae @ slough of cut classes and back work, so that he will 

tion in New York State received still be cutting classes next fall to catch up in the work 

indorsement at the February meeting of the New York he missed during the spring semester. 

Society of Professional Engineers. It is a natural step in The lumbermen tell the tale of Paul Bunyan and his _ 
the evolution of the profession. Once the profession be- device for solving such difficulties. When Paul got pushed
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for time he would dig out his week stretcher and stretch such assignments are to be given proper treatment, devoted 

the seven days into fourteen. The junior mechanicals a portion of their precious 52 hours a week to the solution 

might do well to institute a search for this famous device, of the problem. Imagine, then, the chagrin which they 
since it offers their only means of salvation. experienced the following class period when the instructor 

ee gave no notice to the problem aside from the remark that 

“Woe to. him. sho: teaches “meni Fasten thaw they cam if it had been worked it was time well spent in practice. 

learn!”—-Socrates. Engineers may be only engineers, but as the old saying 

goes, “No foolem injun twice,” and when the next problem 

is announced — well, write your own ticket. 
EMPLOYMENT The Prosperity Reserve bill which has pe eon 

i149 = a 
STABILIZATION cette Conmataes ScuEaEE ale “The outstanding problem and theideal of our economic 

law on February 10 under the official name of the Em- System s fo Secure Treedor of imnative and, ta preserve 
ployment Stabilization Act of 1931. The new law creates stability im the economic structure ie ane Ws door 
the Federal Employment Stabilization Board whose duty of ate aoc be oper eo a CUIEEN. hat eUery DUSnESS 
it is to advise the President of the trend of employment Gh SEE Geo ai Tk iain weit sconfidencerin: the Litonnes 
and business activity, and to warn him of the existence or that it shall give assurance to our" pedple af @ job for 
approach of periods of depression or unemployment in the everyone who wishes to work; that " shall, by steady ime 
country. Whenever the President finds that a depression Provement oheeanes PREDIC, ORE Haven OT cava HO A 5 : dca dards of living to the whole of our people. 
or unemployment exists or is apt to exist within the follow- Herbert Hoover 
ing six months, he is to transmit to Congress estimates for , 
appropriations to be spent on government construction in OO 
the affected area. By this plan it is expected that the TEACHER’S UNION A news item recently announced 
government can avail itself of economical construction and LOCAL NO. 211 that the faculty members of the 
at the same time assist in warding off depression. The university, largely from the eco- 
appropriations will be spent for such works as river and nomics department, had formed a Madison local of the 

harbor maintenance, flood control, or any other project Teacher's Union affiliated with the A. F. of L., the pur- 
authorized by Congress. Each head of a department having pose of which is to prevent the exploitation of graduate 

jurisdiction over one or more of the government construc’ students by the university, to protect the academic rights of 
tion agencies is to prepare a six year advance plan with free speech among the faculty members, and to promote 
estimates showing the projects allotted to each year, and legislation in the interests of the working classes. 
he shall be ready to commence and carry out an expanded The chief object of unionism is that of collective bar- 
program at any time. The six year plan is to be kept up gaining with capital, and unions have been ready to adopt 

to date by anual revision. extra-legal means of gaining their ends, a tendency which 

The law with its aim to avoid periods of depression is has put them under gang domination in Chicago. As a 

of particular interest at present due to the fact that the ‘wle unions are opposed to governmental agencies such as 
whole country is either in the midst of a depression or is COUTTS and law-enforcement agencies. 

just starting a convalescence from a national depression The faculty members are employees of the government, 
of a serious nature. The feature of advance planning and as such are not subject to exploitation by capital. 

which has been incorporated into the new law bears a The exploitation of graduate students claimed by members 

more rational aspect than did the recent frenzied outburst of the union is an evil which is due to economic pressure, 

of proposed construction in this state, and should find more and it rests upon the legislature which fixes the funds 

support in the profession. There are those economists who available for university use. The question is one of more 

argue that the business cycle is unavoidable, and that plans ™OMCY or fewer students, and a union would be rather 

such as this are useless. It will be interesting to watch the powerless in combatting the SiuauOn: The academic right 
functioning of the Board in the future. of free speech desired by the union does not exist any- 

where. A wise man realizes that no public speaker can go 

OO beyond the limits of tolerance of his public without running 
“More and more has science become the basis of intel- into trouble. 

‘lectual advancement, and culture may come out of the The action offers interest, but its appeal to possible 

proper teaching of drawing, descriptive geometry, me- members is doubtful. 

chanics, and thermodynamics, and in fact all subjects in oe 

the engineering curriculum.” —R. I. Rees, A. T. © T. Co. “ ' ' 
The power of a man increases steadily by continuance 

OT in one direction. He becomes acquainted with the restances 
WE MAY Recently in econ 1-a the fair lecturer an- and with his own tools; increases his skill and strength 

BITE ONCE nounced to the class that they would be and learns the favorable moments and favorable accidents. 

expected to prepare problem 15 page 24 He is his own apprentice, and more time gives a great 

by the next class period. The engineers, who have been addition of power, just as a falling body acquires momen- 

"taught by bitter experience in the engineering college that tum with every foot of fall—Emerson.
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The pride of a state is in its men Se BY eee a 
. co . * * . ef & é _ 2s 

and the pride of an engineer is in his The Inscription . 5 Baud es 
work. Robert Powell went out from IN MEMORY OF eae Be a 
Wisconsin and in the sister state of ROBERT BRUETTE POWELL =e . 
South Carolina devoted himself to WHOSE PROMISING CAREER CAME 

3 5 ’ TO AN END BEFORE THE COM. j bearing a part in the design and con- PLETION OF THE DEVELOPMENT. the Electric Bond and Share Company 
struction of a great dam. Before the AS A MEMBER OF THE STAFF OF of New York. During his three years 

Tork ws sted he ie |i MURRAY AND FLOOD, ENGINEERS ‘ : . ‘ work was completed he lost his life, HOR THE PROTEGE’ Hie OU. with this company he gained exper- 
but, in spite of his youth and the STANDING WORK WAS THE SU. ience in a great variety of work. He 
immensity of the project, he had im- PERVISION OF THE CONSTRUC. J i iti ‘oi : f inn = : a proj : ION GE fue GENS Oee Be left this position to join the staff of 
pressed himself so strongly upon the NEATH THE DAM AND THE IN. Murray and Flood, engineers, of New 
work that he won an unusual tribute: TAKE TOWERS RISING FROM THE York City, and was sent to Columbia, 

‘ =, . 4 ani LAKE. THIS TABLET IS PLACED , sa 
his associates chose a great granite SOA CRORE Gr HEGEL ABPECHION S.C., to take part in the preliminary 

boulder, that stands at the site of the AND ESTEEM IN WHICH HE WAS studies for the Saluda River hydro- 
dam, and placed upon it a tablet in- HELD BY HIS ASSOCIATES. electric development. 
scribed to him and his work. It is a Drea ie ti noes The Saluda dam, which lies ten 

tribute that touches deeply his friends miles west of Columbia, is said to be 
of the college and of the state. the largest high earth dam in the 

Robert Bruette Powell, son of Frank the staff of the Dixie Construction world. It is 7838 feet long, 208 feet 

J. Powell, dentist, was born in Fort | Company of the Alabama Power Com- _ high, and contains eleven million yards 
Atkinson, Wis. The family moved to pany. For nine months he served as of fill. It creates Lake Murray, which 

Wausau, from which place Robert chief of party on the location of is 40 miles long by 14 miles wide and 
entered the university. He was gradu- transmission lines and on basin sur- has a shore line of 520 miles, The 

ated from the course in civil engineer- — veys. dam was completed July 1, 1930. 
ing in February, 1923. During his In April, 1924, Powell became de- When construction began, Powell 
college years he spent the summer va- signer in the hydraulic division of was promoted to the position of super- 

cations 01 VaTiOUS CDi a EE] vising structural engineer, 
neering projects. From fe ————SSCSCC___| his main assignment being 
June to September, 1920, | | the «supervision of the 

he was instrumentman | | erection of the penstocks 

on dam construction for | | and the intakes. These 
the Wisconsin Valley | ea LCC structures were practically 
Electric Co. of Wausau. [2026 Saga eure oo ee oes. completed before his sud- 

; FSS ee ee os RS q 
During the summers of Fe —OCOiC*C*C_—C Uden death in an automo 

surveys on the Spirit | (WM me oil, 1929. 

Following his gradua | | othe Robert Powell they ‘ ; Pe Y tion, Powell was engaged lr —“‘“OCOCOCOC*S knew on the job. One 
PSone eee ea eee eee “ 

on surveys for a dam on [2 a ) states, “I never worked 
the Chippewa River until . with one more sincere, 
May when he joined the Memorial Tablet to Robert Bruette Powell. more exacting, and more
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faithful to any trust.” T. C. Williams, vice president of engineering and in charge of the mechanical laboratories 
the Lexington Water Power Company, owners of the 2% Penn State College, has recently published the results 

i . of research into the heat transfer in vertical surfaces in 
Saluda development, says, “He had such a pleasing per- connection with refrigerating engineering. 

sonality and was so well liked by every one. I was es Vilter, E. F., m’27, is acting as secretary of the Haren 
pecially impressed by his cheerful willingness to work just Manufacturing Co. of Milwaukee. Address: 2618 N. Sum- 

as many hours as necessary, and when there was a peak mit Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
load he was always ready to go the limit.” MINERS 

AR Wellwood, resident SD EMEE for Murray and Knoll, W. A., min’14, M. S.’22, has been appointed general 
Flood and Powell’s immediate superior, says, “I feel that superintendent of the Gobegie and Marquette iron ranges 

I have lost a friend as well as a valued co-worker. He had in Michigan for the Pickards, Mather & Co., Ironwood, 

a very bright engineering mind, and I considered him an Michigan. 
Al engineer. He was due to go a long way in his chosen, ey 8., min’30, — i a eee Cd 

. . nin; ng i Ti C a ie 
field. He had been entrusted with very important features tara, “Guin ‘They write at they? ase annoys tke 

of the construction of the Saluda Dam and had done work. 
efficiently each task assigned.” a 

SSS ELECTRICALS 
BERT PECK GETS NEW UTILITY JOB Barland, George C., e’22, M.S.’26, announces his change 

Washington dispatches dated Feb. 26 carried the follow- Of address to 2717 Greenwich St., San Francisco, California. 

ing item about Bert H. Peck, e’06, EE’16: He is interested in the construction of the East Bay Bridge 
“Bert H. Peck, Madison engineer who came here last from San Francisco to Oakland. This bridge will be built 

August to revalue Washington public utilities properties for by the state of California at the cost of seventy-two 
the public utilities commission, has resigned his $5,600 job millions of dollars. 

as chief engineer of the commission to take a $7,500 job Johnson, J. Frank, ¢’16, is vice president and general 
with the Washington Gas and Light Company. manager of the Oildraulic Lift Co. of Memphis, Tenn. 

“Recent reorganization of the gas company here, ac- Address: 904 N. Belvedere Blvd. 
companied by a supposed reduction of rates, resulted in Lee, Harold R., ¢’22, is with the Mound City Electrical 
higher gas bills and the consumers complained mightily. Engineering Co. of St. Louis. Address: 1436 Park Ave., 

Peck made a report showing that the abnormally high pres- Pekin, Ml. . 
sure put into effect caused the higher gas bills. Magdsick, H. H., e’10, executive engineer, Nela Park 

“His new job is to be that of assistant to the president Engineering Dept., General Electric Co., Cleveland, spoke 

of the gas company, a post he will assume Monday.” on “Building Prosperity Avenue” before the Engineers’ 

Society of Milwaukee on March 18. 
OO Seielstad, Harold D., e’30, is with the Cadillac Motor Car 

CHEMICALS Company, at Detroit, as draftsman. His residence is 1336 
Houghland, Glen S., ch’l7, is chemical engineer with the Lakepointe Avenue. After having had some experience 

M. W. Kellogg Co., New York City. Address: 399 Lincoln with Michigan registration of engineers he states: “After 
Ave., Orange, N. J. some thought I realized that the registration of engineers 

Suhm, Clarence F., ch’21, who is with the Cream City jis a good thing and I hope that Wisconsin soon has a 
Chemical Works at Milwaukee writes that he has a_ gimilar system.” 

daughter, Evangeline Rae, a year old. Address: 1946 S. Wolfe, Harry C., e’26, former editor of the “Wisconsin 
Kinnickinnic Ave. Engineer,” announces the arrival of a third daughter, Alice 

a Ann, on October 29. He is general manager for the United 
MECHANICALS States Chromium Corporation. 

Johnson, Lloyd M., m’23, mechanical engineer with the aa 

Sanitary District of Chicago, has invented an automatic CIVILS 
sereen cleaner. 2S SE 

Kratsch, A. E., m’29, is on the engineering staff of the Allen, Andrews, c’91, member of the firm of Allen and 

Kimberly-Clark Corp. Address: 895 S. Commercial St., Garcia, consulting engineers of Chicago, died suddenly on 
Neenah, Wis. March 21 at Jaspar, Ala., while on a business trip. He was 

Kraut, Ralph J., m’30, after a tour around the world fol- an authority on coal mining and his company has agents 

lowing his graduation, is with the research department of in Russia assisting with the Soviet five-year plan. He is 
the A. O. Smith Corp. of Milwaukee. survived by his wife and four children. 

Mantonya, William G., m’19, writes: “Am keeping myself ee 

busy these days doing my bit to build a subway for Ballam, Horace V., c’25, is superintendent and engineer 

Chicago. We have completed all of the preliminary work for the Rapids Construction Company, Wisconsin Rapids, 

necessary for the court proceedings, and expect to start Wisconsin. They specialize in grading and paving contracts. 

construction in the spring.” Christensen, A. E., c’13, president of Christensen, Jacob 

Porth, Walter H., m’23, is sales engineer for the Bucyrus- and Gardner, engineers and contractors of Salt Lake City 
Erie Co. with headquarters in Argentina and Brazil. has been elected president of the Inter-mountain branch 

Pulaski, Steve, m’26, is assistant superintendent of the of the Associated General Contractors. 

Forsythe Leather Co. at Wauwatosa. Address: 202 Avon Connelly, Robert M., ¢c’16, conducts a consulting practice 
Court. and is principal of the vocational school at Appleton. Ad- 

Risteen, Horace W., m’24, is engineer with the Comet dress: 102 E. College Ave. 

Engine Corp. of Madison. Davis, Louis S., ¢’10, is working on the Boulder Dam 

Slezak, John, m’23, writes that he has just resigned his project laying out the new construction city. He says that 

job with the Western Electric Company to become works the water has to be pumped 2000 feet from a river up to 

manager of the Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, Ill. the city. He also states that it is so hot on the job that 

Stewart, Frederick C., m’23, professor of mechanical Continued on page 210)
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|_ cum PWS INOTES | 

GLIDER CLUB REORGANIZES to bring the grades back to par. Walt It had nothing to do with babies. 
Richard E. Goodrich, freshman me- Karsten promised to show up well Membership indicated that one’s hat 

chanical of Madison, will act as this season, but unfortunately slipped perched high above the ground. 

temporary chairman of the university on the library steps and wrenched his —— 

Glider Club, and G. Willard Gibson, shoulder. A better season is predicted ENGINEERS TAKE TO THE RING 
senior mechanical of Janesville, is to for next year by Coach Hitchcock, Many of the flying fists displayed 

be the treasurer as a result of the and no doubt engineer names will ap- in the all-university boxing tourna- 
elections held at the recent meeting pear on his roster. ments belonged to engineer arms. Five 
of students interested in the sport. eee of the fighters who survived the semi- 

dnl we attended by een enthush) BEECTRICALS TREAT TO MOVERS ee eee ee championship and was attended DY een entnusi- E - % i, ce. a a t 

asts, most of them engineers. se Nee ee or en ™ of their class. David Horwitz, fresh 
ork’ i Beh ; ut ae “D €W man mechanical of Sheboygan, over- 

von 4 ee Rail 4 on T ie came odds to score a technical knock- 

: : : tamweight division. eorge Peck, 
cf Re ie he ee BD ta de tessa by freshman electrical of Berlin (Wis- 

e student branch of the American : wa 
sin), lost a hard fight by decision 

es ye _-—|__ Institute of Electrical Engineers on fa the Heathecoight ae The civil’s 

ee Ye UE Wednesday, March 25. Inasmuch as + nv : R es 2 ° 2 resentative, Larry Fuhr, found it 

A ASV AR an the pictures were of interest to civils necessary to fight an additional round MN AS tity . ‘ 
Q ©—60) (0) = BPR) fo well as oe nemecoms of the to win a decision over John J. O’Con- 

ormer sons oF of feat were present. nor and thereby win the junior light- a= |The first film depicted a great hydro; Wate or 130) pound, championship. 
The glider to be used by the club electric power project in the Great pyhr is a senior civil coming from 

2 Smoky Mountains of North Carolina. : 
has practically been completed, ac- ‘ ; Milwaukee, 
cording to Mr. R. S. Hartenberg, in- The Best sulfeay 38 New York City 
truct Se ‘och, oo d fl be 68S described pictorially by the second Ge GAT F 

aa or ah mes oe ik ay : film. This subway is expected to be ouramiar sream mo) ¥ 
seth (as! soon! «as ine memvers OF BAe completed in 1931. The third picture BY So) 
organization have completed a ground d with the drivi f A a 
course and are able to fly it. Mem- he Cnende T he vt he: wok ° G Pp 

we ah ap . . the Cascade Tunnel and the solution = Z| ed 
bership is Hie salah wil be limited tO of the numerous water problems which | Ce /- as 

y-live, ca more are in- - i : EY S \ 
; t th t. z-) Be 

terested, another ship will be con- Were met in Pals’ projec eG 4 
structed. The machine will be put id, 
into the air either by towing it with ERICHSEN SPEAKS To A. 8. C. E. = We 
a car, or by throwing it into the air Frank P. Erichsen, senior civil, de- 

by means of elastic shock cord. oe ae ae e ong a Vaness Hall, freshman electrical, 

———S BISA aes Delore: Ele Stucen ounded his way through to victor 
THEY EVEN RASSLE chapter of A.S.C.E. on March 11. jh the 135 pound lightweight division. 

Coach Hitchcock’s wrestling squad He spoke from personal experience, Hall is from Madison. John Phillipi 
looked fine at the beginning of the having spent last summer working lost the 140 pound junior welterweight 
snes sa «Bs : . with the Great Lakes Dredge and . f . : 3 season; so good, in fact, that a cham- championship to George Heidt by the | 

pionship was predicted. Fate stepped Dock Co. judges’ unpopular verdict. Philippi | 
in the battles, however, and injuries is from Madison, and is a freshman 

varying from wrenched joints to the WATSON HEADS ATHENA in the mechanical engineering course 
famous attack of mumps experienced Charles C. Watson, junior chemical, Lewis Dequine, freshman chemical, 
by the coach and some of the wrestlers | 0n March 5, was elected president of fought Bradley Goodyear for four 
caused the Badgers to go through a Athena, oldest of men’s literary so- tough rounds, and finally took the 
rather unsuccessful season. Two senior cities at this university. The new bout on the flip of a coin. Dequine 
mechanicals are members of the squad: president is a debater of recognized jg a welterweight, and hails from Long 
both of them from Milwaukee. Ferdi- ability. Beach, N. J. 

nand Hammer was the 155 pound a John Schneller’s football prowess 
conference champion in 1928, and DIGGING UP AN OLD ONE was of little use in warding off Rosen- 
came very close to winning the cham- Professor “Jimmy” Watson was an baum, and the sophomore electrical g ry P: 
pionship in 1929. Hammer was honorary member of the Storks, or- lost the fight by a K.O. in the first 
forced to drop the sport temporarily ganized at Wisconsin in 1905. Nix. round. Tough bunch, these engineers.
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SOME BRIDGE The following freshmen, although Lund, Alvin O., E. E., Madison. 

Albert Wolfe, in his report of the not in the honor group, are in the Seifert, Frederick, E. E., Milwaukee. 
inspection trip which the senior civils highest 15 per cent of the class: Zack, Joseph W., C. E., Milwaukee. 

took last fall, records that the State Braun, Frank J. _----38 pts. 17 crs. <a 
Street bridge in Milwaukee has a Canright, John _-___38 pts. 17 crs, HIGH BUILDINGS LEAD TO NEW 
roadway 418 feet wide. Not only is Dysland, Lloyd §. -..38 pts. 17 crs. ELEVATOR DESIGNS 
this structure amazingly wide, it is Lyke, James C. -.---38 pts. 17 crs. Recent announcement that two ele- 
also powered with motors that will Wheeler, Ed. N. ---38 pts. 17 crs. vator cages would be operated in one 
raise it against a wind pressure of 103 ; shaft in a new sky scraper is followed 
pounds per sq. inch, if we take his ea P e i a hoe by the announcement that a schedule 
word for it. OPP» ere Me ——= WAN PIS. TO CTS. that calls for a total day’s run of 171 

—— Newlin, Benjamin ---37 pts. 17 crs. miles at a top speed of 1,000 ft. a 
HAGESTAD HEADS A.S.C. E. Biggs, John A. ------36 pts. 17 crs, Minute has been adopted for a New 
The meeting of the student section Mollica S. A, -----36 pts. 17 crs. York building now under construction. 

of the American Society of Civil Engi- Smith, Rex. M. _..--36 pts. 17 crs. a 

neers on February 11 resulted in the Tock, Wilfred H. _._36 pts. 17 crs. THE GRAF ZEPPELIN PAYS 
election of the following men as of Wood, Russell A. --36 pts. 17 crs. EXPENSES 

ficers: Herman T. Hagestad, River Wustrack, Otto H. --36 pts. 17 crs. The astonishing total of 144,275 
Falls, president; Ray Jackson, of Par- . ne miles was flown by the great Ge i 
rish, vice-president; Frank Erichsen, Danielson, Wm. N. -35 pts. 17ers. hip, G el ¥ lin ce enman 
Milwaukee, secretary-treasurer; Homer Donaldson, James R. 35 pts. 17 crs. a up» ral Zeppelin, during 1930. 
T. Sowls, Darlington, publicity man- Holm, Howard G. __-37 pts. 18 ers. ieing, 15% Gignts. the ship caxnied ° igton, P y ° P a total of 6,278 passengers, 2,200,000 
ager. Ellis, Charles F. -___34 pts. 17 crs. pieces of mail, and 12,166 pounds of 

~~ a freight Passenger fares are reported 
FLYING HIGH SIC TRANSIT GLORIA : to have covered the cost of operating 

Three freshmen engineers made a What was said to be the quietest the ship. 
straight A average for the first semes- St. Pat’s Day in many years marked, oe 

ter: Kinne, Neill, and Randolph. Four or failed to mark, the celebration of NEW RADIO TUBE HAS NO 

men are in the high-honor group, and the first engineer’s birthday on the FILAMENT 
twenty-four are in the honor group as seventeenth of March. Last year green Aradiotuberthar fas ao flanenthas 
follows: feathers marked the event. A few recently been patented by Adolph A 

High Honor Rate: green ties were observed about the Thomas, who claims that the idle will 

Kinne, Wm. S. ~----51 pts. 17 crs. heer on but oven i The have not heat and that there will be no 
Neill, Wayne K. ----51 pts. 17 crs. Gosdliat? therrentod, hen ¥ e oe noise or hum due to filament circuits. 

Randolph, Burr H. ~-51 pts. 17 crs. ue mamente® Ene passing OF Te The tube will not burn out and no 
old engineer spirit in a write-up. Per a patter will be vequived. The new 

DeNoyer, Donald B. _47 pts. 17 crs. haps it isn’t too late and the old boy Haibedf feand bie will a 

Honor Rate: will bob up some weeks late. How thing of a sensation sin the radio field 
Brennan, John E. --46 pts. 17 crs. about some ideas on the commemora- , 

Mohn, H. Leroy -_--46 pts. 17 crs, tion of St. Patrick? HUGE CASTING BELIEVED 

Schiller, Robt. A. ---46 pts. 17 crs. PHI ETA SIGMA INITIATES RECORD BREAKER 

west: Feul A gent) pte. Lets. As a result of their industry during A single-piece steel casting weighing 
Wilde, Erwin H. ----45 pts. 17 crs. what has passed of their freshman 460,000 Ibs., believed to be the largest 

Shower, Albert J. ---42 pts. 16 crs. year, the following men are to be CVEF made, was completed by the 
Bardelson, Margaret -44 pts. 17 crs. awarded Phi Eta Sigma keys. Phi Bethlehem Steel Co. on February 16. 
Clark, Charles O. ---44 pts. 17 crs. Eta Sigma is the freshman honorary Tt will be used as a cylinder jacket for 
Lemke, Arthur A. ---44 pts. Jers nr tic fraternity. a forging press in the company’s 

Engelhardt, Robt. L. _43 pts. 17 crs. Kinne, Wm. S., C. E., Madison. plant. The total job required about 
Lund, A. O. --------43 pts. 17ers. Neill, Wayne K., Ch. E., Madison, ten weeks. ‘The pouring time was 38 
Seifert, Frederick F. _43 pts. 17 crs. Randolph, Burr H., C. E., Milwau- minutes. 

Zack, Joseph W. ~---43 pts. 17 crs. kee. —_— 
Berg, Eutelle W. 42 pts. 17 crs. DeNoyer, Donald B., M. E., Madi- Landlord: “This room was formerly 
Fritschel, Herman G.4 pts. 17 crs. son. occupied by a chemist. He invented a 

Horton, Wm. H. ----44 pts 18 crs. Brennan, John E., M. E., Tomah. new explosive. 
> Mohn, H. Leroy, M. E., Akron, Pa. Prospective Boarder: “I suppose the 

Howes, Robt. I. ---41 pts. 17 crs. Schiller, Robt. A., C. E., Milwaukee. spots on the wall are the results of 
Doerfler, Joseph H. ~-42 pts. 18 crs. West, Paul H., C. E., Madison. his experiments.” 

Dequine, Louis E. --_39 pts. 17 crs. Wilde, Erwin H., C. E., Milwaukee. Landlord: “Well, indirectly, yes. 

Frank, Orville C. ~-39 pts. 17 crs. Shower, Chas. Otis, C. E., Lodi. You see that’s the chemist.” 
Gates, Wallace G. ---39 pts. 17 crs. Lemke, Arthur A., C.E., Water- = 
Killam, Leslie V. __--39 pts. 17 crs. town. “Td like some rat poison.” 
Lefevre, W. C. -----39 pts. 17 crs. Engelhardt, Robt., C.E., Milwau- “Will you take it with you?” 

Max, Abraham M. _-39 pts. 17 crs. kee. “No, I'll send the rats over after it.”
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nop pg pawns ps . ~geete teu T AN INSPECTOR ON BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION 
tS RE as 4 % g Eo s 

[ eee Saran Sn ee Hee. (Continued from page 197) 

| gE a A : A, eee bringing the piles into their correct position if they started 2 i . Om cal he ee s P 
a a aS Cppgae = ee ee é Se out of alignment. This was accomplished as follows: The lf x 7 Cea ee ee jet was moved to the side in the direction in which the pile 

‘s of FRE Le ee 6 was to be moved and was worked down until it was near 
OF pr x oy NU ee the point of the pile. It was considered desirable to keep 

if ‘ ia ee | | the hammer going continuously after the driving started, 

esi f, eS but if a pile was continuing to go out of line, the driving 

l « ae ae ey" _— 2 was stopped until the jet reached the point on the pile. 
baer | a! ie , fee After the hammer was started, the pile usually shifted back 

! 5, P y 

ete nigel ae into line; that is, toward the side on which the jet was 
i aay ; oD er | | working. 

In some instances the pile would be driven out of line 
by a large boulder, and even after considerable jetting it 

h f. would be impossible to get the jet past a boulder. It was 

To t. e ar corners then necessary to raise the jet and start in a new position 

about 2 feet from the pile in hope that the jet would 
f h Id pass the rock on the farther side. Jetting around the rock 

O t e wor eee @ on the farther side would loosen the earth around it so 
that it could be moved out of the path of the pile. 

After two bents of piles had been driven and several 

ROWN & SHARPE Tools piles had been accepted, which were just within specifica- 

go to the far corners of the world to tion, it was the inspector’s belief that the best results were 
5 ee F hantcit not being obtained. He suggested, therefore, that timber 

help inmaintainin saccuracy th. Mecnan guides be used to help guide the piles and to obtain better 

work. For longer than old mechanics can alignment. The foreman disagreed and the idea was 

: dropped. Later it was necessary for the contractor to re- 

remember, Brown & Sharpe has provided move one of the piles that was too far out of position. 

reliable tools for taking measurements ac- This particular pile struck a large boulder which could 

| curately, whether these measurements ate not be jetted out of the path and was forced out of align- 

: _. . ment. On being ordered to remove the pile, the foreman 
for highly specialized and complicated objected and tried to force it into its proper place by 
work or for the more usual shop require- means of block and tackle. It was now up to the in- 

spector to make a decision: Should the pile be accepted 
| ments. Andmen whoknow tools, the world if it were forced back into its proper position and if no 

over, still look to Brown & Sharpe when cracks were visible? He decided that the pile should not be 
. . accepted. After it had been removed, it was observed that 

they want fine tools, as did their fathers and the lower portion had been badly cracked by the pulling 

their grandfathers before them. The line and twisting. / / 
| f h Tool tantlyehis Again it was suggested that timber guides be used to 

of Brown & S arpe 2 ols; constantly: guide the piles. The foreman protested that experience had 

larged and improved, today includes over taught him it would be unsuccessful. The inspector insisted 

5 . : that he too wanted this experience, and so heavy 12x12- 

2300 different tools which are recognized inch timber guides twenty feet long were used. The re- 

| everywhere as standard. Small Tool Cata- sults obtained were a great satisfaction to both the foreman 

| P : d the inspector. The guides made it possible to drive ladly upon an PI 8 P 
, log No. 31 will be furnished g, yup more piles per day and secure better alignment. 

request. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Prov- The piles were designed for a load of 40 tons per pile. 

idence: Rel It was computed from the Engineering-News pile equation 
oo that the penetration under the last twenty blows of the 

hammer should not exceed 6.6 inch. Measurements were 
by made on every pile, although the piles were actually driven 

BROWN -~X SHA RPE to refusal so that they carried their loads by column action 

(IBS) instead of by skin friction as assumed by the pile equation. 
—_ Penetrations were taken by making a mark on the pile 

“World’s Standard of Accuracy” corresponding to a mark on the leads, counting twenty 
blows, and making another mark on the pile corresponding 

(Conined om page 208)
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CHAIN BELT COMPANS 
AO YEARS OF INVENTION IN TAKING THE JOB TO 

THE MACHINE OR IN TAKING THE MACHINE TO THE JOB 

a a a a i 1 anal THE UNBEATABLE ( 
7 nl 

COMBINATION FOR VERTICAL oe Nel 
TRANSPORTATION To WHERE es 
Gravity 1s HELD ON TAP WT fs 
At the end of 1930 an acid den elevator made 1 J ] A 
up of the Unbeatable Combination had handled | 
60,000 tons of green acid—equal to 742% of 4 
the nation’s annual production of commercial i f 
fertilizer. @ Before the Unbeatable Combination tn 
was invented, combination chain, sprockets and _ 
buckets were the accepted standard for the ver- Crs 
tical transportation of grinding, abrasive mate- r)hrhUcCUC 
rials. Despite supposedly inherent evil qualities, ee 
they hoisted millions of tons annually. Their ac ececrarrennmamt 
worst trouble was that each punished the others. i 
The Chain Belt Company tackled the problem i ee 

of saving their good points—eliminating the ba 
bad. @ But how to do it? First, the chain—its 
major fault lay in the grinding action between rials. @ The added metal is all good Chain Belt 
the forward barrel and the sprocket, destroy- | Company iron, but if it were gold, it would not 
ing both. Added metal at proper point ended be more valuable. It turned a dependable but 
bad sprocket action. Chain and sprocket stopped __ ill-natured trio into the sweet-working Unbeat- 
grinding their life away. ® Next, what can be able Combination—Rex Durobar Chain, Rex 
done for the sprocket? Added metal flanges Flanged Rim Sprockets—Rex Reinforced Buck- 
took up traction of the heavy steel and malle- _ ets—the Unbeatable Combination for elevating 
able iron links that otherwise centered on the abrasive material up to where gravity is held on 
sprocket teeth. Again the life of chain and tap for further conveyance or storage. 
sprocket lengthened. @ There must be some- 
thing to do for the bucket? Once more, added CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
metal did the trick. Placed front and back of 
the bucket, added metal saved the bucket from Geo Ww. Bruce . Street, MI LWAU KE E 
destructive packing and grind of abrasive mate. District Offices in 19 Cities 

: | \ oF 9 Cf AVA aA if 1 Vi e CHAIN & BELT CONVEYING 
REX DRIVE CHAIN - REX CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY
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eS AN INSPECTOR ON BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION 
Rea Ea (Continued from page 206) 

\ ean i to the mark on the leads. A carpenter’s rule then quickly 
ite tit? gave the required information. 

" When the pile reached refusal, the jet was removed but 
the driving continued for at least thirty more blows. One 

fi So pile required 901 blows for twenty feet of penetration. All 
| A “ hy Ns piles received approximately the same number of blows. 

I Wi Wh K\ Oo The final problem arose when the steel railing for the 

20 } HN i ) bridge arrived on the job and scales of rust were found 
v yy Yip Wy = a ; 
oe Yj beneath the shop coat of red lead. The inspector would 

” Eke not permit the railing to be erected until the rust had 

° ROEBLING been removed. It was finally cleaned by the contractor 

y | | 7 “BLUE CENTER” STEEL and given another coat of red lead. 

\ | RE ROPE THE INSPECTOR 

. . By Elldee 

Wears "ie Rope All day he tramps about the job puff-puffing on his old 

: * Welding Wire « corn cob, inspecting this— inspecting that, his tattered, 

\ Flat Wire - Copper weather-kissed felt hat pulled down to shield his eagle eye 
\ & Insulated Wires from Old Sol’s hot shafts from on high — which otherwise 
) and Cables « Wire might pull his cork and dry him up like old New York. 

Netting and Cloth. He sees all— knows all—keeps things straight. He is a 
tried and trusty skate, who measures to a tinker’s yam the 

| JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS CO. “mix” that goes into the dam; who keeps retaining walls 
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY to line — not crooked as a pumpkin vine; who sees that 

\ q Branches in Principal Cities cuts and fills are made at right degree of centigrade. From 

| dawn till dark, day out, day in, from concrete shack to 

EO ————————_— gravel bin, from dizzy slope to deepest ditch, with nerves 

i attuned to keenest pitch, he “carries on,” and when night 

falls and off he peels his overalls and flops back in the 

VA fragrant hay to saw wood till another day, he sleeps the 

Fy slumber of the blest, for he has done his level best to make 

S rad the “big dream” come to pass—and earn his little bag of 

brass! A good inspector on the job with pep and something 

in his knob, who sails right in and does his work and has 

no time to loaf or shirk, will “get there” in due course of 

time and he won't have to scribble rhyme; for many “big 

chiefs” of today at one time drew inspectors’ pay! 

SINCE 1878 —Engineering News-Record. 

Wye ELEVATED STORAGE 
STANDARD BY WHICH (Continued from page 194) 

ings (referred to datum) for various velocities in the mains 
oy 1S JUDGED This curve will give us the average rate of flow between any 

in LTA VTA i two elevations chosen as the top and bottom of the proposed 

3 tank. Subtracting the night consumption rate from this 

Se eal average flow rate will give us the ome rate available for 

VARNISHED CAMBRIC WIRE anoCABLE filling the tank. This will determine the size of tank which 

IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE can be filled over night for a given elevation, or if the 

AND TAPES capacity of tank is fixed, it will give us the height to be 

used. The night consumption rate obtained on the day of 

Se ree nel ce the test should be adjusted to the night consumption rate on 
RN Phi uD a o the peak day. This may be done by multiplying by the ratio 

Okonite Company te a of the night consumption rate for the entire city on the peak 

The Okonite-Callender Cable Co, Inc. day to the night consumption rate for the entire city on the 

ol Vulva! ca blo Gad OOS Sh day of the test. The field test should preferably be made on 

a very hot day. a
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WASTE ..... 

-_  — | §8€§56hfs_ ss aoe yw 
a —  ) \ —_ a 

ee foi 

Me of dollars of capital welding and cutting metals has 

are dissipated yearly in dis- many other interesting applications 

carded machinery and equipment. in the design, construction or fab- 

This figure would be many times _rication of metal parts or structures. 

as large but for the use of oxy- Tomorrow’s engineers will be ex- 

acetylene welding in the repair and pected to know how to apply this 

maintenance of plant machinery. modern metal-working process. 

Much more can be saved by still Several valuable and interesting 

broader application of the oxy- technical booklets on design and 

acetylene welding process. applications are available. Write us 

The oxy-acetylene process of if you are interested. 

26 Dictrict Offices Bane 

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY sir... Pives  Rer cise | en Gentay 
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation Bae Kanne Cuiy Pitsburg, _ UNDE OXYGEN. 

126 Producing Plants Ta 627 Warehouse Stocks Chicago Memphis” Scit Lake City | Frost O.lke 5 
Cincinnati Milwaukee San Francisco } ee 

IN CANADA, DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO Cleveland Minneapolis Seattle Qmeld 7 

Denver Tulsa | arr le 
— nn | [flunion cansios ll frases 
LINDE OXYGEN . PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE + OXWELD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES . UNION CARBIDE ucc Uy 

Naeem
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Fer trent itp epee ate arcane a 

| an ' 

| ‘ i | IT’S AN OLD | Pant Co. | | | Pantorium Co. | | 
i | ENGINEER’S CUSTOM | 

| bit 
| | | About this time of year when i 

| ty] the lake gets open and the 2 
5 s |e g P' 

| | campus gets all “springy” even | 
i if 1 ‘pus g pringy : 
| 1 |] the gravest engineer gets a | 

] 1 i touch of young man’s “fancy”. I 

i i 2 When you feel yourself “slip- i 

; ° ’ i | pin’” there is just one thing i 

| Madison Ss : | to do. _“Blue print” a trail 3 

| ! | over to the Co-op clothing de- ! 

| Master Cleaners | i partment and “survey” a smart ! 

| | i spring suit or topcoat. Co-op | 

1 i i prices are the cheapest in 1 

i i i years and the credit plan is a i 
t Lil tape. i 

| Li] pipe | 
1 ' 
Ly] ° | 

| ty ! 

; 1 I 66 ” 
1 e Co-op 

j; 558 State St. Phone B. 1180 {| j THE STUDENT'S STORE i 

| 21361 Regent St. Phone B. 1182 i E. J. Grady | 
I | 
oe en te nn nt tnt tt ee nnn enemy | fetta htt tt tt 

ALUMNI NOTES Parker, Graham and Sexton, which recently completed a 

(Continued from page 203) six and one-half mile tunnel through the Smoky Mountains 

it is necessary to install an extensive refrigeration plant 0f North Carolina for use in hydroelectric development. 

in order to cool the concrete. Sounds odd but he verifies Jardine, Zac, ex-c’25, is with Alfred Brown & Co., con- 
the statement with the remark that in the middle of the tractors of Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. 

day the rocks are too hot to touch. McMullen, Ralph E., ¢’27, gives his address as Army and 

Geiss, J. H., ¢’17, is building a six-in-line, prestone- Navy Y.M.C.A., Seattle, Wash. He has recently been en- 

cooled motor for the Navy Department at the shops of the gaged on monumentation work along forest roads and 

Comet Motor Company, Madison. highways under a temporary appointment with the U. 8S. 

Gillette, Paul C., ¢’18, is the New York representative of Bureau of Public Roads. He writes: “I would advise the 

the Empire Securities Co. of Bridgeport, Conn. He writes: members of the graduating class to take the Junior Engi- 

“Am finding business quite good and prospects of the neer, or similar exam upon graduation so that their names 

future look bright.” will appear upon the Civil Service Register should they 

Goss, William A., c’15, is on the engineering staff of the seek an appointment with the government in later years.” 

C.&'N.W. Ry. in Chicago. Markwardt, L. J., c’12, CE’22, assistant in charge of the 

Graham, G. A., ©’05, is vice-president and secretary of timber mechanics section of the Forest Products Labora- 

a NE EN gg a 

sc NS AE asa 
The fellows in your profession actually out on the = ni} 

job find MG) Q iy 
ya bey pf f 

Tf > Sa I 
AC Ge F 

TAPES and RULES Vane (il 
best for co. 

Accuracy, Durability, and Convenience / 
The tape illustrated is very popular, of heavy durable construction. THE, UEKI fp WLE C0. 

... SEND FOR CATALOG ... SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
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Soa tory at Madison, is the author of a new bulletin, “The <BR 
Distribution and Mechanical Properties of Alaska Woods,” Lee \ Ny i BINDS 
which has just been issued by the Department of Agri- (BP EM wy Ux 
culture. The bulletin is based on a personal survey in the [= m SR 
national forests of Alaska by Mr. Markwardt and on ex- EER: PENCE 
tensive tests carried on under his supervision. | Ee <C5-)| ee [a Peppard, Thomas D., c’29, has transferred to the Chicago ‘eee 4S] 
office of the United States Bureau of Public Roads, with Uae SEF 
offices in the South Chicago Post Office Building. He is Gi PVA Rey 
assistant office manager and in addition to general office XH TRS S 
work he has charge of all computations, design, and con- ORR 
struction coming under the supervision of the office. ~SSaa— 

Thiel, Walter C., c’22, announces the birth of a daughter, 
Marlys Marie, on November 23, 1930. 

Traxler, Henry, c’138, was one of the principal speakers | 
at the festival week activities of the Wisconsin Dramatic ; 
Guild. Mr. Traxler spoke, March 5, on “The Little Theater, 
A Community Asset.” He appeared again in the evening 
as one of the cast in the play, “No sabe.” Traxler is city ECENTLY at a large central heating station, the load 
manager at Janesville, and is given credit for much of the 
progress of Janesville’s Little Theater during its existence demand soared skyward at the rate of 10,000 Ibs. 
of a little more than a year. of steam per minute for an hours time. This gigantic load 

pick-up was brought about by a single operator! 
WHEN DID THEY GET THERE? 

Railroad Engineers certainly must have had a super- On each boiler control panel near the push button controls 
abundance of good judgment in the early days of rail- were his operating guides—Bailey Boiler Meters and Multi- roading, and collisions must have been unknown in Pointer'G They told hi hen d his electrical : 5 ‘ er S. Kansas. That State at one time passed a bill which ‘0 age EY Noles Ini when’ to: send nls “electrica 
ordered that “when two trains approach each other at a orders over copper nerves to huge fans, to whirring coal 
crossing, they shall both come to a full stop, and neither feeders, and to rumbling pulverizers. Most important of all, 
hall t i il th hi ee : _ ‘ ‘ f shall start up again until the other has gone they enabled him to maintain efficient combustion during eee 

the entire change from light load to full load. 
e e 

Study Engineering Giant boilers pouring forth steam; hundreds of offices 
ane “ . . pu ee heehee haben 2 2S comfortably heated; one man with the aid of Bailey 

: S ee A SS ial Meters doing the work of 100—this is progress. iy . - Cae ace oo 
tee “ES oS WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 12 

‘ EL eae 

fa ee ae BAILEY METER CO. : Cleveland, Ohio 

e FS CO 8 a ee Et eh eae een f= A, p. pel! as ae ee Wes elseirgee a i — : —— ne Ni Pe. ll Sees Nestea aS lar irae ~ Jee] rhe The Colorado School of Mines is located in Golden Bi : : a a a “ at the very foot of the Rocky Mountains. It is but twelve i a 2 ee Pa i miles by paved road to the capital city of Denver, and but | |= : rt heat _ an hour's drive to the great Continental Divide, with Pat vet ed Le streams and forests and snow-capped peaks rising to the @ Lo ves 
sky. The Summer School Engineers | . . 

Basic engineering courses in Mathematics, Chemistry, ere : = ' ‘ Physics, English and Design; Courses in Assaying, Geol- ye 
ogy, Analytical Mechanics, Graphic Statics, Strength of be rd i Materials, Thermodynamics, Physical Chemistry, and Plane pF g i fe, : : and Mine Surveying; Preparatory subjects, for students de- ee oS ae, p ficient in entrance requirements, ‘Advanced Algebra, Solid ‘ oe Geometry, Chemistry and Physics, are offered at the Colo- =e lex , [ey a pe walla rado School of Mines Summer Session from E Pe sl a | . 4 a ic : i B) a a 

July 6 to August 28, 1931 auksknedthsies aetedaeantease accuc- i 
This summer session is given especially for students ope sole orele ysis arape) 2th hc) ee who wish to make up work or to secure additional credits. yeas le v Mist 5 Ee 

All work is conducted by the regular faculty of the School — 2 eS ee Ae .@ 
of Mines. For complete description of class room courses, ie a : _ my B 
and field work offered in the summer session, write to ae * @ Pe 
the Registrar for “Quarterly Group L-20.” . : : | 

Colorado School of Mines Seis", cc ° School of Mineral Industries EM a ae 

BAILEY METERS AND CONTROL ON 1400 LB. PRESSURE BOILERS
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DIESEL ENGINES IN THE POWER STATION 

BAU S ¢ I ] (Continued from page 199) 

Maintenance cost of the Diesel decreases as the size in 

& creases. The replacing of a working part on a 2000 hp. 

for engine does not cost as much as a similar part on a 200 

hp. engine. Similarly, the operator who takes care of a 

> iP 3 C | S | O | small engine may just as well look after one several times 

Ee as large. There is no more work to do while the engine 

is in operation; upkeep would be somewhat greater, but 

not in proportion to the increased size of the larger engine. 

Optical Thickness Thus, in all probability, the saving of fuel oil through 

Gauge — for meas- the use of Diesels could be added to the net income of the 

uring ae oe utilities, or else reflected in lower rates. 
nesses of hollow : . even 
transparent objects Although the Diesel industry and the public utility com- 

One of the Bausch panies have much in common, they ake have ee 

& Lomb family of interests, which may in part account for the relatively 

precision instru- i small use of Diesels by the utilities. Both the Diesel in- 

ments for solving dustry and the electric utilities are competitors for ine 

the problems of dustrial and municipal load projects, and such competition 

industry may be easily accompanied by ill feeling. There is also a 

tendency of utility companies to hesitate to invest in any 

equipment which is relatively new and untried; steam power 

SSS SS Eee has been accepted as a matter of course for so long that 

4 BAUSCH & LOMB the average engineer is inclined to think only in terms of 

hae CPWEANE CED ANY steam and very large central stations. But the problem 

vigss e@ of decreasing costs is of such vast importance that the in- 

dustries will be forced to work together for their mutual 
FORBETIER VISION»: Hartt Pat benefit ° ORTHOGON LENSES : : 

SST WHEN IS A BEAM LIKE A COW? 
According to a student in Mechanics 3, there are points 

of resemblance between a beam and a cow. As he ex- 

e ° plains it, “The capacity of a beam is not the load it 

ee spring suggestion happens to be supporting at any given moment, but is 

the greatest load it can support, just as the capacity of a 

: ’ cow is not the quantity of milk it happens to be giving, 

to all young Engineers! but the greatest quantity it could be made to yield.” Not 

bad. bad. 
++. you know what the spring Bo ans nob SO 2 

does to a young man’s fancy eee 
...and, while engineers are 
said to be less susceptible to EVERY MAN TO HIS JOB 

that kind of thing than are Note: An attempt by an engineering society to get its 

their brethern, just the same members to write an engineering short story or novel by 
it’s well to remember that as Feri bstantial-prities hi st with d a: aul 
an aid to a young man’s fancy offering substantial prizes has met with disappointing results. 

in the Springtime there’s no The engineers, they have no fears, 
more reliable ally than a box The ar thick leather panti 
of Chocolate Shop candy...a cy wear “une ev er panties, . 
luncheon or dinner at. this They spend their time in tropic clime 

noted campus spot...a pause And live in wooden shanties. 

for refreshment after the Meanwhile just look, on screen, in book 

show, after the walk, to end Is told their tale romantic 
the date...or any other odd By scribble ; dumb that th 
moment of the spring days... Y SCHIDDIENS BAY sO gum: bnae ‘hey: 

Drive engineers near frantic. 
But why in hell cannot they tell 

The Chocolate Shop These tales like any other? 

548 STATE STREET The fact remains, they lack the brains 

Or find it too much bother. 

nS EE —Bob in Engineering News-Record.
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BOLTS 8 times as strong under superheat 

as “before the war” 
Trace the evolution of the bolt since 1913 and you —_ and temperature technology, Crane Co. brought out 
trace the amazing post war advance of power and _ for its cast and forged steel materials their Triplex 
industrial processes ... and the Crane contribution _ steel stud bolts, of chrome nickel steel with tensile 
to help make it possible. strength of 125,000 pounds. The limit is not yet. 

In carefree days “before the war,” a steel bolt was a Even now, Crane Co. can supply bolts for valve 
steel bolt. It was made of any easily obtained steel that bonnets and flanges with tensile strength of 140,000 
forged easily and took threads well. Industry moved pounds and retaining strength at well past 1000°F, 
forward ... stronger bolts were asked for. Ordinary By exhaustive laboratory investigations, long care- i : Y y g' » tong 
steels were improved to tensile strength of 45,000 fully charted creep tests, detailed study of service 

pounds. Not enough. A bolt with forged-on head conditions, Crane metallurgists have helped this de- 
and tensile strength of 50,000 pounds was devel- velopment. With the same scientific methods they 
oped. Still not enough. Cold rolled steel bolts with have as strikingly improved bodies, bonnets, discs and 
tensile strength of 80,000 pounds were offered. seats, stems, packing boxes...sothat Crane valves and 
They had a tendency to snap. fittings can be supplied for higher pressures and tem- 
To fully meet the demands of modern high pressure _ peratures than have yet been commercially projected. 

Valves a ( R A N |=. A Fittings 

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS 

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 

NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET 
Branches and Sales Offices in Two Hundred Cities 

eT ST eee | 
Pe oe ae | i RR) «6MACHINING... every part 
Pee es - oe 

ym Ll ade ; Be bd ee finished to close tolerance 
| ei : Bhi ot | A high standard of precision, governs every 
PH oe es set 1 one of the scores of machining operations 

| Ce ee ‘el pew ‘eos required in the making of a Jenkins Valve. 
| De te | 8 ? Continual, systematic gauging assures a 

Poa ae ri eer es finish to the close tolerance necessary for a Dy : ie 
cee i ee a { } the complete interchangeability of all cor- 

ue Racoon We ee responding parts. Precision manufacturing y Gee Ft e Presta rs 
Pathe s Bs | eect oe EON 1 invests Jenkins Valves with the strength 3.) ee ee 

4 wat. eo Coa | oo | and quality to give long, leak-tight perfor- 
fee ry Les ty mance in any power plant, plumbing, 

: ~~ Lf eds] (As ‘ heating or fire protection service. 

| wl Ty _ ot Send for a booklet descriptive of Jenkins 
‘ Rha — i) am 1 Valves for any type of building. Jenkins 

ihe: 4 rs bo Bros., 80 White Street, New York; 524 
eaewltg tl «eo 2 Pe Atlantic Ave. Boston; 133 No. 7th St, 

oF oS oe Philadelphia; 646 Washington Boulevard, 

“4 —— ae | Chicago; 1121 No. San Jacinto, Houston; 
“ OF Ti cada, ae | Jenkins Bros. Ltd., Montreal; London. 

"One th hy machi ing operati ~ BRONZE (ONS street oo 
ie 0; e many machining operations | ry — ee 

required in the making of ee VA LV E S$ vo) 
a@ Jenkins Valve — Since 1864
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I Ly] ! | “Come in and browse” | ! 

| | PROTECT | SLIDE-RULES at | 3 
il] 

! a sede We i} Your Future Income | 
i 1} l i Waterproof Ink ian i 
| Higgins — in all colors. Through 
| 

= 
: | 1} | . | Paper and Folders {|| The New York Life | 

All kinds and grades. ! i 
{| Insurance Co. 

Rebate checks with every il] i 
i purchase—Good any time. ij ! 
i L\ i | a [|i ¢ 
i LI i | ’ 1) 1 i | BROWN’S || F. L. Sapora | 
i BOOK SHOP | Special Representative 3 

| 
= CORNER STATE AND LAKE | Badger 312 Badger 7255 | 

i 1 } hae St Op. | eg gece aa Asien 

\ 

Will You Say When? 
@ 

Of what use is a fine factory, or an attractive 
store; of what use are energetic sales- 

men and good products; of what use 

are quick service, if you allow your 

house to be misrepresented abroad by 
cheap and dowdy printing? 

Why not let us prove to you that good type | 
construction and good printing are 

best, and that their cost need not be 

greater than what you are paying now? I 

eLIED 
‘ PYCOMPANY 

pb dada 
_
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Dynamite clears the way fer modern engineering wonders! ——— 

Se eee | 
ee Pr | Pe 
a ee 

a a CC 
Ree NE ome, nities 
Loa ee 

- or see eer KR ee 

ee ef 

The river front area of the 
Oe ee i a — oe Repauno dynamite plant 

. : ae ye | near Gibbstown, New 
eae Re a ©] Jersey, where the du Pont 

3 a me. {o a] Company first began ‘2 . ‘ 3 ts oo vee) manufacturing high 
: a Lf explosives 

2 e@ ---Can 129 years’ experience 
help YOU? 

I‘ 1802, E. I. du Pont de Nemours, a young spent years in chemical research . . . matching 
French chemist in America, built and began to ingredient against ingredient. . . to develop new 

operate a small powder mill on the banks of the improvements or to make new explosives that will 
Brandywine River. do a given job better. Ic is significant that a vast 

Today—after 129 years—the trade-mark of the majority of all valuable New explosives come 

du Pont Company is well known throughout the from the du Pont plants. 
industrial world. Du Pont Explosives have played The information that du Pont has gathered in 
a major part in building the nation’s railroads, more than a century and a quarter is available to 
highways, aqueducts, reservoirs and subways; in you. As an engineer of today—and tomorrow— 
clearing millions of acres of land, in mining enor- you can’t afford not to know all there is to know 
mous quantities of coal and other minerals, and in about Dynamite. 
making possible many great engineering enterprises. Write to the du Pont Company for The Blasters’ 

Du Pont has never been content Handbook—which tells you how 
merely to manufaéture explosives. to use explosives. Your free copy 
Its highly trained technicians have is waiting for you. 

REG. U.S. PAT.OFF. 

E.1I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY, INC. 
Explosives Department + Wilmington, Del. 

SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SS SETS FE SESS SS SST
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RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION - - 

, I ‘0 ADVANCE the technology developed by electrical pioneers 

who designed and applied electric railway equipment to 

conquer mountains and to speed terminal traffic— there’s a task to 

try your temper! 

During the business life of young men who now are students, 

thousands of miles of railroad will be electrified — the undeniable 

economies of electrical operation make this advisable. To carry out 

such a program will call for the services of many of the best-trained 

men— in the industries allied with electrical manufacturing as well 

as in the electrical industry itself. 

Out of college, established in your profession, it may be your job to 

direct a part of this onward march of electrification. 

General Electric has equipped more railroad right-of-way and 

electrified more lines than any other company. For the future, 

General Electric anticipates a continuation of the vision, skill, and 

progress which have thus far marked its contribution to industry 

and transportation. 

Booklet GEK-55 tells about some of the railway electrification projects 

with which G-E engineers have been identified. Address your request 

to Publicity Department, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y. 

95-771DH 
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-IN THE FUTURE.... 

e 

Will It Test Your Mettle? 

JOIN US IN THE GENERAL 

ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROAD- 

CAST EVERY SATURDAY EVE- 

NING ON A’ NATION-WIDE 

N.B.C, NETWORK 
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\ ; Flo : AS 
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oe ve on era ee oe | 
es WENTY-EIGHT miles upstream from New ae ~~ Ao tale — 
eae? me So he ree err ea 
ee Orleans a great flood gate known as the pn RST TEFE Tgp! ee 

Bas Bonnet Carre spillway is being completed. In °"*"* SAT ATT) rj 
AS times of high water this concrete dam on the a ni a ee ee 
a escctemetesmnse: cx) oe Le ee Ae ik Va y 
ae east bank of the Mississippi will tap the flood be ee oe ee er cs i 
a , : we eel rere 7 

j oe before it reaches the city, diverting the danger- oo oS be ae ee 

= ous excess into Lake Pontchartrain. ee ey OE ce RO a ee ae 

SoBe The Bonnet Carre spillway consists of a con- anaes 

ee crete dam and a pier-and-weir section about 7700 > KOEHRING 
ee feet long. The weir sections, which are twenty Biitiocie Cane Didied ' 

: feet wide between the piers, have timber needles | Dumptors. “y 

m on the crests at two levels — elevations 16 and 18 : INSLEY : 

a A traveling crane, on a bridge spanning the i Eee eee 

SS piers, removes the timber needles for discharge. L Derricks. , i 
: . . . Rt T. L. SMITH | 
e N.E.C. equipment played an important part in j “Con RR | Tilting and Non-tilting Mixers, © 

¥: the construction set-up. Two Koehring Cranes a Yacgereton lien} Pavers, Weigh-Mix. | 
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